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Successfully meeting the challenges of combining VMware and Oracle, this comprehensive reference provides a broad spectrum
of technological recommendations that demonstrate how to reliably and consistently achieve optimal configuration and maximum
performance for any virtualized Oracle database scenario. The guide includes the best practices for virtualized servers, suggested
virtualization server configuration, and recommendations for client operating system configuration for Oracle in a virtualized world.
With real-world examples and highly applicable advice, this handbook also details the complexities of designing, configuring,
maintaining, and tuning Oracle database deployments, making it a complete compendium for keeping virtualized Oracle databases
in top form.
The start-to-finish guide to virtualizing business-critical Oracle Software and Databases on VMware vSphere Virtualizing largescale Oracle software and databases on vSphere can deliver powerful scalability, availability, and performance benefits.
Recognizing this opportunity, thousands of organizations are moving to virtualize Oracle. However, reliable best practices have
been difficult to find, and database and virtualization professionals often bring incompatible perspectives to the challenge.
Virtualizing Oracle® Databases on vSphere® is the first authoritative, comprehensive, and best-practice guide to running Oracle
on VMware platforms. Reflecting a deep understanding of both Oracle and vSphere, this guide is supported by extensive in-thefield experience with the full spectrum of database applications and environments. Both a detailed reference and a practical
cookbook, it combines theory and practice, and offers up-to-date insights for the entire lifecycle, supported by case studies.
Kannan Mani and Don Sullivan fully address architecture, performance, design, sizing, and high availability. Focusing on current
versions of Oracle and vSphere, they highlight the differences between ESX/ESXi 4.x and 5.x wherever relevant. To deliver even
more value, they provide extensive online resources, including easy-to-adapt scripts and expert how-to videos. Coverage includes:
Understanding the DBA’s expanded role in virtualized environments, and the emergence of the vDBA, vRACDBA, and Cloud DBA
Identifying your best opportunities to drive value from virtualizing Oracle Anticipating challenges associated with virtualizing Oraclebased Business Critical Applications on vSphere Using VMware to overcome ongoing database deployment and management
problems Protecting your virtualized database environment with vSphere’s high-availability capabilities Designing databases to
achieve scalability on demand, maximize availability, consolidate servers, and improve compliance Implementing best practices for
memory, storage, and database layout Demystifying the impact of virtualization on Oracle support and licensing Using VMware
Site Recovery Manager (SRM) to accelerate disaster recovery by seamlessly integrating VM and storage failover Streamlining
provisioning and taking advantage of opportunities to automate
In a detailed Question & Answer format, the author, a nationally recognized bankruptcy practitioner, addresses both the esoteric
and real world issues of indenture trustees in chapter 11 cases. Topics include conflicts, direction by holders, compensation,
indemnification, fee recovery, and trustee litigation, including X-Clause, intercreditor, make-whole, and TIA disputes.
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Using five simple, but crucial questions, The Business Battlecard helps you craft a winning strategy to grow your
company and rally your team. A strategy that will win you the war on several fronts: the battle against competitors, the
battle for customers' minds, the battle for investors' wallets, and the battle for employees' hearts ... The book's pledge is:
to show you how to devise a clear strategy to grow your business; get your team aligned around it; and then execute it. It
gives you simple, practical tools to grow and manage your business.
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications is your one-stop source for help with installing Oracle’s Fusion Applications suite in your
on-premise environment. It also aids in the monitoring and ongoing administration of your Fusion environment. Author
Tushar Thakker is widely known for his writings and expertise on Oracle Fusion Applications, and now he brings his
accumulated wisdom to you in the form of this convenient handbook. Provisioning an Oracle Fusion Applications
infrastructure is a daunting task. You’ll have to plan a suitable topology and install the required database, an enterprisewide identity management solution, and the applications themselves—all while working with a wide variety of people who
may not always be accustomed to working together. Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides a path to success that you
won’t want to be without. Beyond installation, Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides excellent guidance on managing,
monitoring, diagnostics, and troubleshooting your environment. The book also covers patching, a mundane but essential
task that must be done regularly to keep your installation protected and running smoothly. The comprehensive and wideranging coverage makes Pro Oracle Fusion Applications an important book for anyone with responsibility for installation
and ongoing management of an Oracle Fusion Applications installation.
A guide to everything an Oracle SOA Suite 12c administrator needs to hit the ground running About This Book
Understand core administrative tasks such as deployments, purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, and backup
and recovery Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services Follow step-by-step instructions to
easily and quickly install a highly available two-node cluster Who This Book Is For With topic areas ranging from the
simple to the complex, this book is intended for novice, mid-level, and experienced administrators of the Oracle SOA
Suite 12c platform as well as Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle Database administrators interested in diving into the
product. What You Will Learn Navigate Oracle Enterprise Manager Fusion Middleware Control Monitor and manage the
Oracle SOA Suite 12 c infrastructure Deploy and promote code Monitor and manage services Configure and administer
the environment Manage the dehydration store and enterprise scheduler service Troubleshoot Oracle SOA Suite 12c
infrastructure Set up backups, recovery, and high availability In Detail Oracle SOA Suite 12 c is the most comprehensive
and integrated infrastructure on the market today that is used for building applications based on service-oriented
architecture. With the vast number of features and capabilities that Oracle SOA Suite 12c has to offer comes numerous
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complexities and challenges for administration. Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide covers all the core areas of
administration needed for you to effectively manage and monitor the Oracle SOA Suite environment and its transactions,
from deployments, to monitoring, to performance tuning, and much, much more. Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot SOA
composites and OSB services from a single product set. Understand core administrative activities such as deployments,
purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, backup, and recovery. Also learn about new features such as Oracle
Enterprise Scheduler, lazy loading, work manager groups, high availability, and more. Style and approach Presented in a
reference guide format where chapters can be read in any sequence, this book explains the core concepts while
providing real-world implementation specifics, detailing the what, why, and how of all the administration-related activities
that involve Oracle SOA Suite 12c. We take a step-by-step approach and offers tips, instructions, and examples that you
can easily follow and execute.
Use this comprehensive guide to study for the Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133. This book is a unique
introductory resource to the WebLogic Server certification for new Oracle Fusion Middleware administrators and a valuable resource for
veteran WebLogic Server administrators seeking to update their skills for the 12c certification topics. It is common sense that passing a
certification exam requires a good command of the subject matter, understanding the intricacies surrounding its practice, and having sufficient
experience working with the concepts. This book aims to accelerate the process by providing an accurate review of all exam topics,
suggesting hands-on practices to gain or reinforce experience working with WebLogic Server, and introducing questions to help candidates
become familiar with the format and style of questions found on the actual certification exam. Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I
Exam 1Z0-133 covers the associate level certification with Oracle. Although not dedicated to exam 1Z0-599, the guide is also a valuable
foundational resource for those preparing for WebLogic Server 12c implementation specialist level certification. This book: Inspects the
certification topics in the order that you would likely follow in an on-the-job middleware infrastructure project Is a great resource for candidates
preparing for the certification, who are unable to start with live or personally-assisted training Is a great starting point for those pursuing
advanced Oracle WebLogic Server certifications What You’ll Learn Cover all topics on the certification exam 1Z0-133 Become familiar with
the types and format of questions on the certification exam Understand and properly describe Oracle WebLogic Server domains and clusters
Install, configure, maintain, and monitor Oracle WebLogic Server Deploy and manage applications on Oracle WebLogic Server Discover how
to use new administration features of Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Who This Book Is For Certified Oracle WebLogic administrators seeking
to update their Oracle WebLogic Server credentials, as well as experienced WebLogic Server administrators seeking to earn certification for
the first time. Non-Oracle administrators seeking to earn a WebLogic Server certification will also find this book useful.
Virtualizing Oracle Databases on vSphereVMWare Press
This is a Cookbook with interesting, hands-on recipes, giving detailed descriptions and lots of practical walkthroughs for boosting the
performance of your Oracle SOA Suite.This book is for Oracle SOA Suite 11g administrators, developers, and architects who want to
understand how they can maximise the performance of their SOA Suite infrastructure. The recipes contain easy to follow step-by-step
instructions and include many helpful and practical tips. It is suitable for anyone with basic operating system and application server
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administration experience.

A comprehensive guide from Oracle experts, that will act as your single point of reference for building an Oracle BI 12c
system that turns data in actionable insight. About This Book Come, start your first Oracle Business intelligence system
and excel in BI with this exhaustive guide An all-encompassing guide for your Oracle business intelligence needs Learn
from the self-paced professional guidance and implement Oracle business intelligence using this easy-to-follow guide by
our experts Who This Book Is For If your job includes working on data, improving the financial or operational performance
of your organization or you are a consultant for the above, then this book is for you. If you have been placed on a
business intelligence project, then this book is for you. If you are the Project Manager, Business Analyst or Data Scientist
then this book is for you. If you are an end user of Oracle Business Intelligence, then this book is for you too. Having a
basic understanding of databases and the use of Business Intelligence is expected, but no knowledge of Oracle BI is
required. What You Will Learn Install OBIEE in Windows, including how to create the underlying Weblogic Application
server and the required database Build the BI system repository, the vital engine connecting your data to the front end of
Oracle BI Develop effective analysis, draw out meaning from the data, and present it to end users on interactive
dashboards Build pixel-perfect, printable reports using the embedded BI Publisher feature Build agents for actionable
insight and enable your users to act on Business Intelligence at their desktop or on the move Understand the various
aspects of securing the Oracle BI system, from data restrictions to whole dashboard access rights Get acquainted with
the system management tools and methods available for the continuous improvement of your system In Detail Oracle
Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition (OBIEE) 12c is packed full of features and has a fresh approach to information
presentation, system management, and security. OBIEE can help any organization to understand its data, to make useful
information from data, and to ensure decision-making is supported by facts. OBIEE can focus on information that needs
action, alerting users when conditions are met. OBIEE can be used for data analysis, form production, dashoarding, and
workflow processes. We will introduce you to OBIEE features and provide a step-by-step guide to build a complete
system from scratch. With this guide, you will be equipped with a good basic understanding of what the product contains,
how to install and configure it, and how to create effective Business Intelligence. This book contains the necessary
information for a beginner to create a high-performance OBIEE 12c system. This book is also a guide that explains how
to use an existing OBIEE 12c system, and shows end users how to create. Style and approach This book will take you
from one feature to another in a step-by-step manner and will teach how you can create effective business intelligence
using Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition. You will be taught how to create BI solutions and dashboards from
scratch. There will be multiple modules in the book, each module spread in chapters, that will cover one aspect of
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business intelligence in a systematic manner.
Achieve the performance, scalability, and ROI your business needs What can you do at the start of a virtualization
deployment to make things run more smoothly? If you plan, deploy, maintain, and optimize vSphere solutions in your
company, this unique book provides keen insight and solutions. From hardware selection, network layout, and security
considerations to storage and hypervisors, this book explains the design decisions you'll face and how to make the right
choices. Written by two virtualization experts and packed with real-world strategies and examples, VMware vSphere
Design, Second Edition will help you design smart design decisions. Shows IT administrators how plan, deploy, maintain,
and optimize vSphere virtualization solutions Explains the design decisions typically encountered at every step in the
process and how to make the right choices Covers server hardware selection, network topology, security, storage, virtual
machine design, and more Topics include ESXi hypervisors deployment, vSwitches versus dvSwitches, and FC, FCoE,
iSCSI, or NFS storage Find out the "why" behind virtualization design decisions and make better choices, with VMware
vSphere Design, Second Edition, which has been fully updated for vSphere 5.x.
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